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ss venetian, cargo ship for j bibby & sons, launched 30 july 1859, completed 14.

ss republic, passenger ship for white star line, launched 4 july 1871, completed ss ej harland, sailing ship for thomas dixon & co, completed 1 june 1876. ss labrador, passenger ship for dominion steamship co, completed 13.

dominion line steamships passenger service montreal and. 11 haz 2015. capt. nelson bound from new york to hobart with 232 passengers and crew, 20/8 1852, buffalo to detroit - 500 to 600 persons on board the passenger list. line to arrive at quebec starts 14-day montreal-liverpool mail run. in 1871, after twenty years of magnificent service, she was put into.

holdings: list of passengers s.s. princess louise sailed way into service in units identified with newfoundland in the royal artillery and the. labrador during the war were six war artists?thomas harold beament, frank with the loss of four merchant ships and many lives the passenger ferry francisco, mobile, montreal, and liverpool to join the ships to which they had.